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Inside the new creative
coworking spaces at IMPACT
HUB SANTA BARBARA .

Silicon Paradise
Innovators, thinkers, and the best new ideas
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THE SOCIAL
N etwork

With the opening of Impact
Hub downtown, coworking
just got much cooler

While the work-at-home concept sometimes sounds
enticing, usually after a while most of us are itching to
get out of pajamas and eager for social interaction.
Getting entrepreneurs out of the garage and into a
coworking space is exactly the idea behind IMPACT HUB
SANTA BARBARA .
“You need to network to move your business
forward,” says Diana Pereira, who cofounded Impact
Hub Santa Barbara with Dan Ferrick and Brandon
Cox. The membership-based office space (packages
run from $20 to $995) bears few walls in the spirit of
fostering conversation and collaboration. Locally made
FluidStance balance boards are available for standing
desks; meeting rooms, tech spaces, phone booths, and
an outdoor lounge are all on-site. On tap are Handlebar
coffee, cucumber water, kombucha, and beer, while a
wine bar and cafe are coming soon.
But aside from the yoga, massages, and ergonomic
Herman Miller chairs, the biggest perks by far are the
people. Mentors come in every week, including investor
and serial entrepreneur Paul Orfalea (who founded
Kinko’s in 1970), along with guest speakers and of course,
the many creative minds building businesses at every
turn in this hub that is truly humming with ideas on a
daily basis. The founders work at what Pereira calls “the
art of hosting,” helping members connect wherever and
whenever possible. “Success happens in collaborative
spaces. When it’s all glass and open, there’s a feeling of
energy and transparency,” Pereira says. “We want people
to talk to each other and create connections.” 1117 State St.,
Santa Barbara, 805-284-0078. J E N N I F E R B L A I S E K R A M E R
IMPACTHUBS B.COM

Top to bottom: Locally

made FLUIDSTANCE
balance boards; open
and private office spaces
upstairs—one is the
headquarters of SALTY
GIRL (page 53); the atrium.

“Success happens
in collaborative
spaces. When it’s all
glass and open, there’s
a feeling of energy
and transparency.”

